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DMEXCO – Overview



Experience the leading trade show for digital marketing, 
combined with an exceptional conference.

DMEXCO 2022: 21. & 22. September 2022, Koelnmesse, Guided
Tours by BVDW

DMEXCO is the global business and innovation platform for the 
digital economy.

DMEXCO – Digital Marketing Exposition & Conference

IIdealand professional sponsor With specialcollaboration

Join us!

DMEXCO will again take place on site in Cologne 
under the motto #WeProgressTogether! You can
find current information here



The Guided Tours provide trade fair visitors with 
specific information on innovations, products and 
technologies in the digital economy and offer them the 
opportunity to meet interesting exhibitors.

Number of visitors: Up to 30 participants per tour.

Duration: Each tour lasts about 55 minutes in total.

Participation is free of charge for visitors.

BVDW GUIDED TOURS – Description of the Guided Tours

Per tour 3 exhibitors give a presentation of 10 minutes 
each.



BVDW GUIDED TOURS – Review of figures
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1600
Minutes total length



80%
of visitors rated the BVDW 
Guided Tours as good or very 
good.

100%
of exhibitors were satisfied 
or very satisfied with the tour 
guide.

85%
of the exhibitors were satisfied 
or very satisfied with the 
support of the Tours.

BVDW GUIDED TOURS – Feedback 



BVDW GUIDED TOURS – Impressions



In the program brochure all exhibitors are 
presented according to the booked package and 
the tours are summarized.

BVDW GUIDED TOURS – Program brochure



The registration of the participants takes place 
via the website. Here all tours and exhibitors are 
presented depending on the booked package.

BVDW GUIDED TOURS – Website



To provide additional orientation for trade visitors, we have assigned 
key points to each topic, which you can use to align your presentation. 

Present yourself as an expert in the field!

Use the presentation cleverly to combine the technical content with 
your products.

BVDW GUIDED TOURS – Lectures



This is a preliminary selection of 
topics. If you would like to 
participate but cannot find a 
suitable topic, please feel free to 
contact us at dmexco@bvdw.org.

BVDW GUIDED TOURS – Topics
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Topic

Consent Management 

Identity

KI / AI

Platform economy

Digital creativity

Smart World

Metaverse

Digital Audio

Digital Commerce

Retail Media

Content Marketing & Storytelling

Customer Journey

Corporate Digital Responsibility

Data – Driven Marketing

Programmatic Advertising

Search

#

17

18

Topic

Cookieless Future

Mobile Marketing



BVDW GUIDED TOURS – Descriptions

Data protection is constantly evolving due to political, but also economic and technical changes in the framework conditions. Consent
management is therefore becoming increasingly complex, but also more central for all market participants. This Guided Tour provides an
overview of current developments and solutions.

Advertising Identity continues to be one of the key discussion points in the digital marketing industry. With this Guided Tour, we look ahead and 
give an insight into the post-cookie era. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a key technology that can be applied in almost all areas of society and the economy.
can be applied in almost all areas of society and the economy. In addition to economic potential and innovative applications for consumers, it 
also offers support in solving so-called human tasks. The Guided Tour takes a look at the latest developments. 

Digital platforms contribute to changes in the economy in a variety of ways. They offer companies the opportunity for disruptive change with 
new business models. This Guided Tour takes a look at the current trends and developments. 

Today, the smartphone is the personal access to the networked world. The "walkable" and "embodied Internet" is becoming the logical successor 
to the Mobile Internet. In this so-called metaverse, nothing and no one is offline: Mobile is becoming the metaverse. Companies need to 
understand the technologies and the rules of the game of the metaverse in order to participate in and benefit from the development. With this 
Guided Tour, we provide an insight into the current developments. Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)

This Guided Tour is ideal for visitors who are curious about how content creation is influenced by digital technologies today. Agencies and 
creative service providers give insights into how they use the latest trends and developments on the market for their work.

Nowadays, digitization can be found in all parts of the economy and society, which is why the BVDW has been dealing with the topic of "Smart 
World" for several years. It is about life and business in the intelligently networked world of tomorrow and topics such as smart mobility, smart 
homes and digital health applications.

1. Consent Management 

2. Identity

3. KI / AI

4. Platform economy

5. Digital creativity

6. Smart World

7. Metaverse

Audio is part of our digital lives for everyone, everywhere. It is the user interface of the future: smart speakers, computers, smartphones, voice
assistants are always present, live or on demand, mobile or "stationary". Online audio is the perfect, targeted and effective channel for advertisers
and their messages. The Guided Tour takes a look at the current developments.

8. Digital Audio

The days when companies could regard e-commerce as a subordinate sales channel are long gone. Today's consumers are "always on" and do 
their shopping in the way that is most convenient for them -sometimes in brick-and-mortar stores, sometimes online. The challenge is to think 
ahead about approaches to designing hybrid retail buying experiences and to create connections between on-site solutions and digital 
commerce. This Guided Tour provides an overview of current developments. Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)

9. Digital Commerce



BVDW GUIDED TOURS – Descriptions

Retail media is one of the most innovative advertising concepts of recent years. At its core, it involves data-based advertising on a retailer's 
platform. According to the FOMA Trendmonitor 2021 of the Bundesverband Digitale Wirtschaft (BVDW) e.V. (German Association for the Digital 
Economy), a clear picture is emerging: retail media is expected to be one of the fastest-growing segments of the advertising market. This Guided 
Tour provides an overview of current developments. Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)

Content marketing describes the data-driven planning, creation, distribution, measurement, and optimization of content that is sought, needed, 
and valued by clearly defined target groups at the individual moment of attention and thus triggers an action that pays attention to the 
overarching corporate goal. In this guided tour, we will show you the latest developments in content marketing and how to turn content into real 
stories. 

The customer journey describes the path / experience of a customer with a company or a brand until an actual purchase decision is made. The 
path taken in the process is traced using different touchpoints such as advertising, newsletters, or store visits. With an increasing number of 
potential touchpoints, the customer journey must also continue to evolve -this Guided Tour shows what that means.

CDR is one aspect of corporate social responsibility, i.e. a company's responsibility for the impact of its activities on society, employees and the 
environment. This is a topic that is steadily gaining attention and is being driven forward by many companies. With the "CDR Buidling-Bloxx", the 
BVDW has also developed its own handout to support this. The Guided Tour takes a look at current developments.

10. Retail Media

11. Content Marketing und Storytelling

12. Customer Journey

13. Corporate Digital Responsibility

14. Data – Driven Marketing

15. Programmatic Advertising

16. Search

Data Driven Marketing uses insights from the acquisition, evaluation and analysis of business-relevant data (internal and/or external) to derive 
future marketing decisions and actions based on this data, which mostly concern user behavior. This supports the ROI optimization of the 
marketing budget used.

Programmatic advertising (PA) continues on its successful course with double-digit growth rates in Germany. It is a key success factor in the 
media business of the future and one of the most important advantages of digital channels in the competition for media budgets. Further 
developing and sustainably shaping the programmatic trade of digitally addressable media in Germany is also the goal of the Programmatic 
Advertising focus group in the German Digital Industry Association (BVDW). As part of the Guided Tour, various companies involved in the value 
chain in programmatic advertising will present themselves, including agencies, marketers, technology service providers and platform providers.

Search engine marketing services are diverse. At the same time, the demands on companies and service providers are increasing due to 
technological developments. Anyone who wants to be successful online and stand out from the crowd cannot do without search engine 
marketing (SEO) measures nowadays. Search engine optimization (SEO) and search engine advertising (SEA) are the tools for maximum 
visibility in the search engines. With targeted and well thought-out search engine marketing, you can reach exactly the target group you want.



BVDW GUIDED TOURS – Descriptions

17. Cookieless Future The future of advertising without tracking. 

18. Mobile Marketing Reach and target customers via mobile devices. 



Short presentation of your own products and services with reference to the guiding 
question to tour participants at your company stand

Total stay at your booth about 12 minutes

Distribute one of your print products or a giveaway while guests are at the booth

Presentation of your company on the BVDW website in the Guided Tours section

Communication of the BVDW Guided Tours as part of the BVDW communication around 
DMEXCO

*All prices are exclusive of VAT.

BVDW GUIDED TOURS – Participation Gold

Participation Gold:

EUR 1.149,00*

EUR  749,00* 

for BVDW members



In addition to all the benefits of the participation option Gold: 

*All prices are exclusive of VAT.

BVDW GUIDED TOURS – Participation Platin

Beteiligung Platin:

EUR 1.349,00*

EUR  949,00* 

for BVDW members

Last stop: The tour ends at your company stand. Invite the 
participants to further conversations!



Fill in the booking form and send it signed to dmexco@bvdw.org.

Registrations are possible until August 15, 2022!

BVDW GUIDED TOURS – Registration



Bundesverband Digitale Wirtschaft (BVDW) e.V. | Schumannstrasse 2 | 10117 Berlin
T: +49 30 2062186-0 | E: info@bvdw.org

Contact

Leslie Hahn
Projektmanagerin DMEXCO
Mail: dmexco@bvdw.org
Mobil: 0173 2596 701


